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ZANN
dental lab
SERIOUS ABOUT TEETH

Working with top manufactures, suppliers and
industry leaders, we ensure our team has access
to best-in-class materials, educations and
training, resulting in quality craftsmanship
that's enabled by the latest technologies.

REMOVABLES

We use proven acrylics along with precisionmade teeth to afford you the peace of mind
that only quality manufactured full dentures are
being created for your patients right here in our
laboratory.

DENTAL TALK

We highly encourage you to give us a
call at 416.696.5454 for more
information on the additional
removable services we offer and
denture alternatives, such as "all on 4"
or locator cases.
LEARN MORE, KNOW MORE, DO MORE
Follow us on Instagram @zanndental
ZANN makes custom demon models
ask us about it. We customize a patient
education model that will help explain
the treatment plan.
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DURAFLEX PARTIALS

WHEN IT COMES TO FLEXIBLE PARTIALS,
DURAFLEX STANDS ALONE
With better aesthetics and hygiene, it's no
wonder that DuraFlex flexible partials are the
premier choice amongst dentists. We
manufacture them here at ZANN.
Advanced thermoplastic are clinically
unbreakable
Won't absorb moisture: stain/odor resistant
Thin and translucent, DuraFlex partials
virtually disappear in the mouth

HOT TRENDS 2019

Complete dentures are a viable
option for patients that are not
candidates for implant based
alternatives. ZANN's products
feature high-performance
materials in a variety of denture
options. Trust our exceptional
workmanship and service to
deliver the best patient results!

ASK US ABOUT OUR CUSTOM GUM PALLET SHADE GUIDES

After years of field experience, we've developed
our own custom shade pallet guides. Our guide
enables you to choose the right colour
according to your patient's natural gum colour.
It's one of the simple ways we facilitate patient
acceptance throughout the denture design
process.
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COMPANY HIGHLIGHT

We make the teeth that make the smile.

Myerson has been recognized throughout history as a manufacturer of high
quality, aesthetically appealing denture teeth and advanced thermoplastic
materials. We've been working with them for quite some time now and are very
happy to highlight them in out November Edition of our Newsletter!
Check them out !

KENSON SHADE GUIDE

Picking the right shade is key! Myerson is
proud to announce that Kenson Teeth, the
professional’s choice for 50 years, are now
available in 16 matching VITA shades that
are True to Life. Myerson continues to offer
Kenson Teeth in the 10 original Kenson
shades: 55, 61, 62, 65, 66, 67, 69, 77, 81, 87,
plus New whiter white shade 51.

GET YOUR FREE SHADE GUIDE

www.myersonteeth.com
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BE A PINEAPPLE
STAND TALL, WEAR A
CROWN & BE SWEET
INSIDE

TIPS TO BUILD TRUST
WITH PATIENTS

You never get a second chance to
create the first impression.
Remember, be authoritative, show
credentials, and make a good
introduction. A 30 second personal
introduction with a new patient can go
a long way. It is healthcare, not healthsell!
Demonstrate why you need to do what
you've prescribed. After explaining the
diagnosis, describe what could happen
if they don't address the issue.

Keep in mind we know the lingo,
they don't! Keep things simple when
explaining it to them!
Consistency builds trust! If you
maintain your values, are transparent
with your patients, and are consistent
in your interactions, you'll foster a
trusting relationship with your
patients.
Lastly, be consistent in the quality of
service provided as a healthcare
provider!

